Practice improves performance on a coronary anastomosis simulator, attending surgeon supervision does not
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First, I congratulate the authors for a well-executed study in an area of great interest in the general and cardiothoracic surgical training arena. Deliberate practice is the underlying theme in the simulation world, and there is no question that practice improves performance. The questions that remain at large are how much the innate skill, intrinsic motivation, clinical experience, and competitive environment influence the performance of the trainee.

The optimal scenario is still a balance between teaching and learning in simulation, but I think we all agree that putting more of the responsibility on the learner is more effective. The authors show that no practice with minimal previous exposure yields a minor but measurable improvement. On the contrary, the conclusion that supervised practice yields measurable but less improvement than unsupervised practice has many interpretations.

The unsupervised learner has the full burden of improvement and has to be self-critical and diligent with the hope that the next critique will validate his or her practice and skill. The supervised learner intrinsically relies on cues from the teacher to guide the learning. For basic techniques such as the one described, this is a valid observation.

Unfortunately, most of cardiac surgery and more advanced general surgery require feedback for complex tasks that have become the standard for achieving the appropriate outcomes. Cardiac surgical patients continue to have more comorbidities and require more advanced decision-making and anticipation of complications. Leaving the learning of these advanced tasks to the untrained learner is not fair or productive. Protocols for simulating complex adverse scenarios are in the process of being developed and validated.

This article is a useful exercise to demonstrate the importance of motivating young learners. Simulation training not only engages the learner but also improves interest in surgical specialties and more advanced simulation training.

The entire cardiothoracic community understands the importance of deliberate practice for the appropriate training of our future cardiothoracic surgeons. The ideal use of low-and high-fidelity simulators, one-on-one versus video- or peer-based learning, and the most effective way to evaluate performance and progress still remain a work in progress.

Again, I congratulate the authors on this study, which I am sure will be a launchpad for more research and observation.